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THE QUANDARY OF MEGAN'S LAW: WHEN THE CHILD SEX OFFENDER IS A CHILD

TIMOTHY E. WIND

Ripped From the Headlines . . .

A seventeen-year-old boy was sexually molested by a registered sex offender at the Heart Maneuvers Christian Fellowship Church in suburban Chicago.1 The offender was previously convicted for aggravated criminal sexual abuse of a person under sixteen and served three years in state prison.2 Church officials were aware of the offender's history of sex abuse and had attempted to keep an eye on him.3 However, he was allowed to help at various functions at the Church during 1995 and 1996, during which time he allegedly fondled the boy on several occasions.4 The Church did not ask the sex offender to leave until he was accused of similar conduct by another church.5 He had been paroled only months earlier.6

A three-year-old girl was beaten and sexually abused by three brothers at the house where she was being babysat.7 The boys, described as mildly mentally handicapped, took turns abusing her

---
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and now face charges for the attack. The judge denied prosecutors' attempts to try the 15-year-old brother in adult court, finding hope for the boy's rehabilitation. None of the brothers have any prior convictions.

A juvenile offender was convicted and sentenced for sexual assaults on ten children between the ages of seven and eleven. All parties, including the prosecutors agreed that due to the juvenile's age, he needed treatment in addition to his sentence. The juvenile sex offender will be treated as a juvenile until he turns twenty-one at which time he will serve his remaining sentence in an adult facility. He will also be required to report his name and information to the national sex offender registry.

Rescuers found a teenage sex offender standing over the bodies of two children in an abandoned house in Oilton. The twelve-year-old had been raped and the seven-year-old girl had been strangled to death. The juvenile had been previously convicted of sodomizing a four-year-old boy and another minor who was a relative. The children had been playing in the front yard of the victim's house, located only a block from the business owned by the juvenile's family.

A convenience store clerk was raped and left for dead during the course of a robbery by a fifteen-year-old juvenile. She was threatened with a knife, forced into a back room, beaten severely in the head and face, raped while she lay semi-conscious and stabbed in the chest and stomach. Police arrested the juvenile two weeks later during another robbery and linked him to the sexual assault and robbery of the convenient store. The juvenile had a history of aggravated sexual assault.

8. Id.
9. Id.
10. Id.
12. Id.
13. Id.
14. Id.
15. Sex Offender Registry Has Complex Legal Hurdles, TULSA WORLD-NEWS, Feb. 26, 2002. See also http://www.littlestangels.net (creating a memorial to children who were sexually abused or killed by offenders).
16. Id.
17. Id.
18. Id.
20. Id.
21. Id.
22. Id.
The Quandary of Megan's Law

I. INTRODUCTION

"The portrait of the American sex offender increasingly bears the face of a juvenile."23

Almost all parents experience nightmares about the multitude of harms that may befall their children in their early years of life.24 As the aforementioned headlines reveal, the kidnap, rape, sexual assault, or murder of a child is more than any parent can bear.26 These horrifying nightmares became a reality over the last decade for the parents of some children like: Kristi Blevins of Oklahoma,26 Christopher Meyer of Illinois,27 Zachary Snider of Indiana,29 and Megan Kanka of New Jersey.29 While these cases and many more like them spell untold tragedy, it is the latter case, that of Megan Kanka, that is most commonly associated with the subject matter of this paper: Megan's Law.30 The aftermath of the abuse and murder of Megan launched an organized frenzy across

24. Id. at 478-79.
25. Id. See also Hope E. Durant, A Message to Sex Offenders: Sex Registration and Notification Laws Do Not Infringe Upon Your Pursuit of Happiness, 26 J. LEGIS. 293, 294 (2000) (explaining that Megan's barbaric killing "shocked the conscience of the nation").
29. Durant, supra note 25, at 293. See also Dale Russakoff, Case Driving 'Megan's Law' Results in Murder Conviction: Jury to Decide Whether to Seek Execution, WASH. POST., May 31, 1997.
30. Ball, supra note 27, at 412 n.63. New Jersey sex offender registration and notification laws are known and referred to as "Megan's Law," in memory of Megan Kanka. Id. at 413. See also Doe v. Poritz, 662 A. 2d 367, 372 (N.J. 1995) (noting that the national effort to enact sex offender notification laws in all 50 states are generally referred to as "Megan's Laws" although they may be coming after the death of another child in similar circumstances as Megan Kanka).
the nation. This frenzy spawned a “moral panic” at both the national and state level of government, to combat what has been termed as a “staggering” number of sexual assaults in the United States, founded on the growing “fear that the nation’s children are at extreme risk.” The numbers are indeed staggering: a hefty 300% increase in the number of sex offenders on record over a fourteen year period with no end in sight. The number of victims and assaults indicate that sexual offenses are a problem of monumental proportions, especially in the case of children.

The obvious contempt for these offenders has provided motivation and overwhelming support for passage of special laws aimed at combating child sexual abuse in many state legislatures across the country as well as in Congress. Washington state’s version of Megan’s Law passed without a single “no” vote. Other versions passed with similar ease in Illinois and Virginia; in Florida, the law passed unanimously without any floor debate. The Indiana Senate passed its version, dubbed Zachary’s Law, in June of 1994, with a thirty-nine to nine vote in the Senate. The Indiana House of Representatives passed its version on an unanimous vote again without any floor debate.

A review of sex offender studies beginning in the early 1980s reveal a significant number of sexual offenses, especially offenses where victims are children, are committed by persons under the age of eighteen. In the State of Hawaii alone during the mid-nineties, juveniles accounted for twelve percent of all forced rapes in the state. Estimates suggest that approximately twenty


32. Filler, supra note 31, at 316-318; Durant, supra note 25, at 293.


34. Filler, supra note 31, at 318.

35. Id. The period in question is years 1980-1994.


37. Filler, supra note 31, at 316. The final vote tally in Congress was 418 to 0. Id.

38. Id. at 317.

39. Id. at 316-17.


41. See Interview with Burgess Hicks, supra note 40.

42. Martin & Pruett, supra note 33, at 286-87 & n.34.

43. Lee, supra at note 23, at 480 n.32.
percent of rapes" and between thirty and fifty percent of all child sexual abuse is committed by juvenile males. A 1992 study, conducted by the Family Research Laboratory at the University of New Hampshire, found that forty-one percent of sexual assaults on children ages ten to sixteen were committed by other youths. This astonishing number suggests that other juveniles perpetuated nearly half of all sexual assaults on children.46

Much of the fervor concerning child sexual abuse has understandably been from the heinous nature of the acts themselves. However, other factors account for the advent of these laws. Victims, their families, and communities have banded together in grassroots organizations to bring attention to the issue, and protect their children as well as to find fault with the juvenile justice system. Other contributions such as endless legislative rhetoric and statistical misquoting in political bodies contribute to fanning the flames of the Megan's Law conflagration. The attacks on Megan's Laws have typically been aimed at the adult or paraphilic child sexual

44. Martin & Pruett, supra note 33, at 287 n.35.
45. Id.
47. Id.
48. Filler, supra note 31, at 346; see, e.g., Telpner, supra note 28, at 2039 (noting that the public outrage over the gruesome events prompted state legislators to quickly pass greater restrictions on child sex offenders and enact ten bills in three months).
50. See Lee, supra note 23, at 478-79 (stating that "public awareness of the dangers posed by previously convicted sex offenders has increased dramatically"); Telpner, supra note 28, at 2067 (noting that Megan's Laws allow communities to construct themselves as zones of safety).
51. Id. at 2047. Penology and offender programs have been perceived by the public as unable to impact recidivism, causing intense public discord with the justice system generally. Id. Federal sentencing guidelines removing federal parole, and three strikes laws are outcomes of this attitude. Id. See, e.g., Morgan supra note 26 (noting that victim's mother thinks Oklahoma sex offender law, which allows the juvenile court judge to decide who should be listed in the database, is improper and refuses to quit fighting until it is satisfactorily changed).
52. See Filler, supra note 31, at 318 passim.
53. Id.
54. Id.
55. Id. at 346. Both Federal and New York Legislators, in pushing for passage of versions of Megan's Laws, have engaged in story telling involving
offenders, or sex offenders generally, regardless of age. Yet, it is widely known that juveniles form a large part of the offender population.

The juvenile sex offender poses the biggest problem for society and the law, where their acts cross the bounds of natural normative sexual behavior, and challenge traditional juvenile criminal jurisprudence—the law. In both these areas, the juvenile sex offender is treated as an adult by the Megan's Laws of most jurisdictions. Acts considered age-appropriate behavior or sex play in the past, now, for various reasons, create reportable graphic or minute details such as "bearded" men, "specialty" condoms purchased at "Seductions," and men abducting kids from a "pink bike into a black truck."  


57. DSM, § 302.9 Paraphilia: is an umbrella term covering intense, recurrent sexually arousing fantasies, urges, or behaviors that involve children or other non-consenting persons occurring over a period of at least six months. Sex acts with children constitute a significant proportion of all reported criminal sex paraphilia acts. DSM classification is by the focus of the paraphilia activities involved such as: § 302.4 Exhibitionism, § 302.81 Fetishism, §302.84 Sadism, etc.  

58. Lee, supra note 23, at 480.


60. See Martin & Pruett, supra note 33, at 282 (explaining that sexual crimes are serious problems in today’s society and could potentially create long-term adult criminals).


Id.
offenses. Once the juvenile sex offender commits the reportable act, he or she often meets the threshold and comes under the ambit of the Megan's Law, wherein the law often requires the juvenile offender to endure treatment equivalent to an adult offender.

This paper focuses on the Megan's Laws, their rationales, goals and consequences generally as applied to the juvenile sex offender and the laws' impact on the offender's behavior and future in modern society.

II. BACKGROUND

"A lawyer without history or literature is a mechanic, a mere working mason; if he possesses some knowledge of these, he may venture to call himself an architect."\(^{63}\)

A. Historical Context


"Sixty percent of [the inmates] were as sure to resume crimes as they were to be discharged from prison; [the other] thirty percent would in all probability do the same; and as to the remainder he could not form a confident opinion."\(^{64}\)

The Megan's Law sex offender registration statutes followed a long history of criminal justice reform and juvenile justice administration in the United States.\(^{65}\) Criminal punishment during the colonial era was grounded in religion, community and social hierarchy.\(^{66}\) Paternalism and religious values were a dominating part of everyday life during the colonial era.\(^{67}\) Crime was thought to be "virtually synonymous" with sin "because civil society was created to fulfill the will of God."\(^{68}\) Therefore, the

---

62. Alison G. Turoff, *Throwing Away the Key On Society's Youngest Sex Offenders*, 91 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 1127, 1135 (2001). There are no special rules or rights given to juveniles adjudicated as sex offenders, they must adhere to the same rules and standards as adult sex offenders. Id.


64. Telpner, *supra* note 28, at 2046 n.66 (quoting ZEBULON BROCKWAY, FIFTY YEARS OF PRISON SERVICE: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY 166 (reprint ed., 1969 (1912)).

65. *Id.* at 2043.

66. *Id.*

67. *Id.*

68. *Id.*
colonists considered any violation of colonial law a crime against God.\textsuperscript{69} This thinking equated to prescribing public and private morals for behavior, and considered man "a depraved creature, cursed with original sin."\textsuperscript{70} Grounded in religious belief, confession and repentance were popular aspects of colonial justice, as was punishment, which also served the educational purpose of "correcting and teaching the weak."\textsuperscript{71}

This thinking allowed the offender to repent and eventually reintegrate into society, creating a form of early rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{72} Colonial citizens were even allowed to become prominent citizens and hold public office after violating many of the more salacious colonial laws.\textsuperscript{73} Repeat offenders and those who committed more serious crimes were not invited back into their immediate communities, but instead were branded, mutilated, or forced to endure a "scarlet letter" that publicly marked them as sinners.\textsuperscript{74} Persons considered to be a threat to society were banished or exiled; the underlying message being that these people were "incorrigibly harmful" and that they should be "cut off" from the community.\textsuperscript{75} Repeat offenders fared the same, and could have been put to death as dangers to the well-being of the community.\textsuperscript{76}

The nineteenth century altered these common practices and established many of the modern concepts of corrections, including prisons, probation, and parole, which challenged the old colonial penal ways with a new impetus of social forces designed to impact crime.\textsuperscript{77} Crime was a product of harmful influences and evils inherent in society; if crime was to be controlled, the offender must be removed from "the evil context" and rehabilitated.\textsuperscript{78} Under the premise that criminals could be rehabilitated, the emergence of the prison institutions was conceived as the answer.\textsuperscript{79} If a convicted criminal were placed in the right environment, the prison structure, regiment and spiritual atmosphere would set the offenders straight and improve the social structure.\textsuperscript{80}

But by the end of the nineteenth century, it could no longer be denied that prisons were not only "brutal and dehumanizing," but
also failed to live up to the vision of rehabilitating the offender. A high rate of recidivism hampered the idealistic vision of penal discipline. Indeed, some felt that prison itself set up the slippery slope of recidivism, placing an "indelible mark" upon prisoners, which outlasts the sentence in a severe way. Reformers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries set about trying to mend the broken idea that recidivism was a result of the inhuman penal reality. Reformers felt that a new approach was needed that involved an attempt at determining which prisoners could be rehabilitated out of the general prison population. As the twentieth century dawned, so did new penal concepts allowing courts to sentence offenders who were beyond help indefinitely, and release offenders who were suitable for rehabilitation on parole, thereby allowing decent prisoners to reenter society.

During the twentieth century, more effort was put into creating a more comprehensive and rehabilitative corrections model that moved further away from the idea of discipline. This movement was motivated by the belief that if the system improved the lives of offenders through the use of rehabilitative programs, then both the system and the offender would benefit. Building on this idea, penology noted the special needs and desires of released prisoners, and so began the era of parole with work-release, halfway houses, and community-based programs that allowed the offender to reenter society with an eye toward a successful reemergence.

While these sources of success were promising, there were still problems. The programs could not fully address the ever-present issue of recidivism, and the public wanted more attention given to the problem. So with crime rising, the "get tough" attitude toward crime became penology's new mantra. This was the dawn of yet another approach toward crime and punishment, one establishing the now familiar bright-line sentencing standards found in sentencing guidelines and the "three strikes you're out" laws, designed to combat the repeat offender.

81. Telpner, supra note 28, at 2046.
82. Id.
83. Id.
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. Id.
87. Id. at 2047.
88. Telpner, supra note 28, at 2047.
89. Id.
90. Id.
91. Id. See also United States Sentencing Commission, 28 U.S.C. § 991(b)(1)(B) (1996). The federal sentencing guidelines are a bright-line sentencing structure and were designed to "provide certainty and fairness in meeting the purposes of sentencing [and to] avoid[] unwarranted sentencing
Imposing punishment on offenders is a consequence of four classical rationales, appropriate to mention here, as they are an amalgamation of the historical aims of the criminal justice system: retribution, rehabilitation, deterrence, and incapacitation. All four rationales justify the decision to punish; no single aim is the only purpose for punishment. Instead, punishment measures must be determined and undertaken with an understanding of the goals desired and the overall purpose of the process being undertaken by a court in sentencing or by a legislature in passing a law.

The more recent changes in punishment theory express the growing tension between society's competing desires to punish criminals and to reform them. The tension between these two different outcomes is frequently a driving force in the criminal justice system, and an important element in the juvenile justice system generally, and in Megan's Laws specifically.

2. The Rehabilitation Idea: The Emergence of the Juvenile Justice System

"We as a Nation have failed the juvenile justice system, which, in turn is failing us." The roots of the modern juvenile justice system reach back to 1899, when Cook County, Illinois established the first juvenile court. The creation of the juvenile court was the first implementation of a separate judicial system focused solely on the problems and misconduct of youthful offenders. Juvenile court was driven by the idea that children should not be treated as criminals, but instead the state should act in the role of parent, protecting juveniles from the social harm that has befallen them. The adult procedures were viewed with disfavor and considered contrary to the goals of a society dealing with youthful offenders.

disparities." Id. A typical "three strikes you're out" law provides that a felon, upon conviction of his third felony, is considered a career criminal and is thus subject to imprisonment from 25 years to life. Telpner, supra note 28, at 2047 n.82.
92. Id. at 2055.
93. Id.
94. Id.
95. Lee, supra note 23, at 497.
96. Martin & Pruett, supra note 33, at 280. The Illinois legislature created the special court to resolve legal problems related to dependent, neglected, and delinquent children. Id. These children required separate and different treatment before the law. Id. See also Mark J. Swearingen, Megan's Law as Applied to Juveniles: Protecting Children at the Expense of Children?, 7 SETON HALL CONST. L.J. 526, 549 (1997).
97. Swearingen, supra note 96, at 549; Lee, supra note 23, at 497-98.
98. Swearingen, supra note 96, at 549.
99. Id. at 549-50.
Society's role under "parens patriae" was not to determine guilt or innocence, "but rather to determine, 'what is he, how has he become what he is, and what had best be done in his interest and in the interest of the state to save him from a downward career." Tobacco

The new juvenile justice system "used informal and flexible procedures," designed to understand and cure juvenile delinquency with the ultimate goal of rehabilitation. 101 This protective concept known as "parens patriae," or the state as parent, 102 was traditionally followed by the states in their "protective role as 'sovereign and guardian of persons under legal disability'." Rehabilitation was the state's central purpose. 104 Juvenile courts all over the country began to develop a pattern of juvenile adjudication systems that used similar terminology for juvenile legal matters, replacing words such as "arrested" with "detained" and "convicted" with "adjudicated." 105

In the first two decades of the twentieth century, most states created separate juvenile court systems. Designed to endure for most of the twentieth century, the systems had a two-fold purpose. 106 First, was the creation of a venue that was especially

---

100. Rothchild, supra note 46, at 730-31. Juvenile court was created during the Progressive Era, 1880-1920, when widespread urbanization and industrialization was occurring. Id. at 730 n.53. Society's new found scientific faith believes that there is a scientific explanation and solution for the social problems of the day. Id. 101. Swearingen, supra note 96, at 549-50. 102. Rothchild, supra note 46, at 721 & n.14. "Parens patriae" literally means "parent of the country." Id. at n.14. It was originally used in England in the 1500's and referred to minors who inherited an estate from deceased parents. Id. The Chancery Court would oversee the estate until the child turned 21. Id. Since the state acts as the parent of the country, it had the duty to take over the role of the child's parents since the natural parents were dead. Id. 103. Id. at 721. 104. Id. at 721-22. 105. Stacie A. Howard & Craig T. Wormley, Youth on Trial: Defending a Juvenile Sex Offender, LOS ANGELES DAILY JOURNAL, Vol. 111, No. 79 (April 24, 1998), available at http://www.criminalatty.com/pages/defending.html (last visited Oct. 4, 2003). 106. Martin & Pruett, supra note 33, at 280; See also Victor I. Vieth, When the Child Abuser is a Child: Investigating, Prosecuting and Treating Juvenile Sex Offenders in the New Millennium, 25 HAMLINE L. REV. 47, 48-49 (2001) (quoting Minnesota Supreme Court Justice Sandra S. Gardebring). The Minnesota Juvenile Court has three purposes:

1) To provide a system with rehabilitation as its primary objective and with punishment as its secondary goal;

2) To have a highly individualized response focusing on a disposition tailored to the needs of the offending child as opposed to the seriousness of the offense; and

3) To give the juvenile court judge great discretion in designing the disposition order and to keep the juvenile court proceedings secret, to protect offenders from lifelong stigma associated with an adolescent
established to deal with children's special needs and to provide
treatment and rehabilitation rather than criminal punishment.\textsuperscript{107} Second, the system provided protection and treatment to other
juveniles who were in need of care due to negligence, abuse, or
were simply ungovernable.\textsuperscript{108}

The rehabilitative model of juvenile justice remained the
predominant institution for dealing with juvenile offenders for
approximately thirty years, until a shift began away from how one
category of juveniles, the delinquent, was handled.\textsuperscript{109} The shift in
approach for delinquents went from one where the court's purpose
was primarily to act in the youth's best interest, to one where the
court's attitude favored punishment.\textsuperscript{110} One of the reasons for the
shift was the growing pessimism in society during the 1970s
concerning the weakening effect of the juvenile justice system on
offenders.\textsuperscript{111} Consequently, there were some departures from the
rehabilitative "\textit{pares\-\textit{n patriae}}" model.\textsuperscript{112} However, the system had
to account for both its central duty of rehabilitation and for the
growing concern for community safety.\textsuperscript{113} Another reason for the
shift was the "result of statistics that show[ed] that juveniles are
not only committing more crimes, but increasingly serious and
violent crimes."\textsuperscript{114} As state legislatures across the country began to
increase the punishments for juvenile offenders,\textsuperscript{115} effectively
criminalizing portions of the juvenile code or merging it into the
adult criminal codes, they also sought ways to place children not
suitable for rehabilitation into the adult courts.\textsuperscript{116}

In 1984, California amended the language of the official policy
and purpose for its juvenile law and placed an increased emphasis

\textsuperscript{error in judgment.}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Martin & Pruett, \textit{supra} note 33, at 280.
\item \textit{Id.}
\item \textit{Id.}
\item \textit{Id.}
\item \textit{Id. at 280-81.}
\item Rothchild, \textit{supra} note 46, at 721.
\item Martin & Pruett, \textit{supra} note 33, at 280-81 & n.7. \textit{See also} Barry Feld,
\textit{Violent Youth and Public Policy: A Case Study of Juvenile Justice Law Reform,}
79 \textit{MINN. L. REV.} 965, 971 (1995) (noting that while retaining the
rehabilitative ideals, juvenile courts always retained some ability to deny
offenders its jurisdiction and remand them to adult criminal court depending
on the offense, charge, and prior history).
\item Swearingen, \textit{supra} note 96, at 553.
\item Rothchild, \textit{supra} note 46, at 722.
\item Martin & Pruett, \textit{supra} note 33, at 281 n.9-10. In the last thirty years,
one-quarter of the states have rewritten their juvenile codes to "downplay[\]
the role of rehabilitation in the child's 'best interest' and acknowledge the
importance of public safety, punishment, and individual accountability in the
juvenile justice system." \textit{Id.} at 281 n.9. "Procedural and substantive
convergence of juvenile and criminal courts' has transformed the former from
'nominally rehabilitative welfare agencies into scaled-down, second-class
criminal courts for [youth]." \textit{Id.} at 281 n.10.
\end{enumerate}
on punishment. This was part of a movement to focus less on rehabilitation and more on punishment of juveniles as a direct response to the violent acts increasingly committed by juvenile offenders. Within the last decade, Indiana has also amended the policy and purpose for its juvenile law to reflect not only the need for “treatment, and rehabilitation” of juvenile offenders, but also the need to “protect the public” and “promote[ ] public safety and individual accountability by the imposition of appropriate sanctions.”

117. Howard & Wormley, supra note 105; see, e.g., Cal. Welf. & Inst. § 202 (1998)

§ 202: Purpose; protective services; reunification with family; guidance for delinquents; accountability for objectives and results; punishment defined:

(a) The purpose of this chapter is to provide for the protection and safety of the public and each minor under the jurisdiction of the juvenile court and to preserve and strengthen the minor's family ties whenever possible, removing the minor from the custody of his or her parents only when necessary for his or her welfare or for the safety and protection of the public.

(e) As used in this chapter, ‘punishment’ means the imposition of sanctions. It shall not include a court order to place a child in foster care as defined by Section 727.3. Permissible sanctions may include the following:

(1) Payment of a fine by the minor.

(2) Rendering of compulsory service without compensation performed for the benefit of the community by the minor.

(3) Limitations on the minor’s liberty imposed as a condition of probation or parole.

(4) Commitment of the minor to a local detention or treatment facility, such as a juvenile hall, camp, or ranch.

(5) Commitment of the minor to the Department of the Youth Authority.

‘Punishment’, for the purposes of this chapter, does not include retribution.

(f) In addition to the actions authorized by subdivision (e), the juvenile court may, as appropriate, direct the offender to complete a victim impact class, participate in victim offender conferencing subject to the victim’s consent, pay restitution to the victim or victims, and make a contribution to the victim restitution fund after all victim restitution orders and fines have been satisfied, in order to hold the offender accountable or restore the victim or community.

118. Howard & Wormley, supra note 105; Swearingen, supra note 96, at 552-54.

119. IND CODE § 31-10-2-1 (1998). See, e.g., E.H. v. State, 764 N.E.2d 681, 686 (Ind. Ct. App. 2002) (applying the policy and purpose of the Indiana statute by vacating the sentence imposed by the district court because no evidence existed as to the offender’s threat to the community and therefore the sentence did not promote the best interests of the juvenile or the community); Clemons v. State, 317 N.E.2d 859, 861 (Ind. Ct. App. 1974) (noting that the judge in juvenile court, in making decisions to either waive or retain jurisdiction, are influenced by the structure and purpose of the juvenile justice system itself).
3. Awareness and a New Breed of Offender: The Early Emergence of Sex Offender Laws

"Evidence that adults physically abuse children first jolted the national consciousness about 30 years ago. A new shock followed in the 1970s—that adults sexually abuse children."20

Until the 1930s, sex offenders were thought to be morally culpable for their crimes and therefore were dealt with in the criminal justice system.21 Then, a small number of states concluded that sex offenders were better dealt with in the mental health system.22 The first generation of sex offender laws, called "sexual psychopath statutes" were enacted in Illinois initially, followed by in Minnesota, Michigan, Massachusetts, Ohio, Wisconsin, and California.23 Each statute had their own version that allowed for some kind of involuntary commitment of convicted offenders, or in some cases, offenders who were merely charged, but never convicted, of a sex offense.24 Sex offenders found to be mentally ill or dangerous were confined to inpatient treatment facilities for care and control.25

In the 1960s, approximately half the states had enacted some kind of similar sexual predator law that offered one of two brands of treatment to these new sexual offenders.26 One version of the law allowed pre-conviction treatment once the offender was charged with a sex offense; the other allowed post-conviction treatment that required a conviction of a sex offense before the psychopath treatment could begin, which usually consisted of institutional or community-based treatment in lieu of imprisonment.27 These laws were considered legitimate, because they both fulfilled the states' "parens patriae" duty by treating

122. Id.
123. Id. at 469-70 & n.10.
125. LaFond, supra note 121, at 470.
126. Id.
127. Id.
those in need of treatment, and satisfied their duties with respect to its police powers to protect society, its duty as sovereign. This mental health approach was consistent with the prevalent attitude of rehabilitation of offenders that dominated the 1960s and early 1970s, and was a "bona fide" effort to treat sex offenders so that they may return to normal society.

By the 1960s, the women's rights movement had begun spreading an awareness of women's personal sexual rights, giving birth to increased awareness of issues of rape, sexual assault, and domestic abuse against women. This new perception of previously-hidden behaviors demanded a new response from legislatures as well as the criminal justice system.

Revelations of sexual abuse of children by adults surfaced by in the 1970s as well. However, rehabilitation of sexual offenders through the mental health approach remained the dominant approach to treatment during most of these two decades. California repealed its mentally disordered sex offender commitment laws after the California Legislature "recognize[d] and declare[d] that the commission of sex offenses [was] not itself the product of mental disease," which suggested that "coercive rehabilitation simply didn't work."

The 1980s saw other states follow California in repealing their mental disordered sex offender legislation, seeing the problem as one for the criminal justice system, not one for the mental health profession. The 1980s brought even further attention to violent crime, which expanded public concern over unaddressed needs of violent crime victims, and the beginning of a change in the nation's view of sex offenders, which stemmed from the "law and order" movement that swept the country. Public policy no longer supported rehabilitating sex offenders as a primary goal; the premise that treatment would reduce crime and make a safer nation no longer existed because of the soaring crime rates during the 1970s and 1980s.
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During this period, critics quickly pointed out that sex offenders were using the mental illness diagnosis and the mental health system as a way to escape accountability and avoid punitive prison terms for their crimes. Some states enacted various sentence schemes to combat the growing sex offender problem moving toward a more aggressive stance toward sex offenders, seeking more prosecutions and longer prison terms. By 1986, only five states had sex-offender laws relating to registration, and this registration was strictly for law enforcement agencies for official investigations, not for public knowledge. The ousting of sex offenders from American communities was about to rise to the top of the priority list with the case of a child molester in Washington State.

In 1989 and 1990, two separate crimes horrified Washington State and stoked the fires against sex offenders, especially those targeting children. Westley Dodd was convicted and executed for the abduction, rape and murder of two brothers. Shortly afterwards, a separate sexual assault was committed on a Tacoma boy who was later found naked and wandering a wooded area. In both of these cases, the offenders who committed the crimes had long records of sexual offenses and past assaults, which prompted the Washington legislature in 1990 to expedite passage of the nation's first sex offender registration and notification law that "require[d] law enforcement to release and disseminate the registration information when 'relevant . . . and] . . . necessary to protect the public.'" Versions of the Washington law were also passed in several other states and were called "sexual predator laws" allowing for the confinement of offenders beyond their sentences if they were deemed to be at risk of offending again. These laws differed from the sex offender laws of years past, which were essentially civil commitment laws, and instead were...
structured to allow these states to confine the offender longer if they could establish the confinement criteria set forth in the sexual predator statute. The state had the burden of proving the offender was dangerous and showed little hope of rehabilitation by society, which then allowed the state to retain custody of the offender indefinitely as a threat to public safety.

With the clear trend toward punishment of sex offenders, treatment was still available, but not the central focus. Civil commitment laws for sex offenders on the national level fell into disuse. The Courts upheld challenges on double jeopardy and ex post-facto grounds for states attempting to keep sex offenders incarcerated who had served their time or received relatively light sentences. The body of American law known as sex offender laws was about to accelerate in new directions. More empirical research revealed a greater problem than earlier had been expected, and there would be new emphasis on controlling these offenders as the treacherous stories of sex offenders, like those at the beginning of this paper, made the news.

III. WHAT IS MEGAN'S LAW

"Stern treatment is needed for sex offenders... because so many refuse to admit that their behavior is wrong or unusual...."

A. The Catalyst

1 The Beginning of the Movement Towards Registration and Notification

A crime that sparked an almost overnight national movement to notify communities when sex offenders move in.

Megan's Laws have been enacted in all 50 states in
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The tragic rape and murder of seven-year-old Megan Kanka, on July 29, 1994, in Hamilton Township New Jersey, and are largely a by-product of the tragic rape and murder of seven-year-old Megan Kanka, on July 29, 1994, in Hamilton Township New Jersey. Megan's death was gruesome; the killer covered her head with a plastic bag and then beat her, strangled her with a belt, and raped her lifeless body. Megan was killed by a neighbor, Jesse Timmendequas, who lived across the street from Megan's house. Megan was looking for a young playmate that lived next door to Timmendequas, but who was not home at the time. She instead saw Timmendequas outside, and asked to see his new puppy she had heard about. Timmendequas coaxed Megan to his bedroom under the pretext of showing her the puppy and within minutes, she was beaten and strangled to death. The tragedy grew more bizarre after the slaying; Timmendequas dumped Megan's lifeless body in a wooded park near the homes and later joined searchers to help locate the missing girl.

Unknown to the families in that New Jersey neighborhood Timmendequas was a twice-convicted sex offender, having been convicted of attacks on children in 1979 and 1981, and was described by a judge in sentencing as being a "compulsive, repetitive sexual offender." In spite of this, Timmendequas served only seven years in prison for those earlier sex crimes. Upon being released he found his way into Megan's Hamilton Township neighborhood. Megan's story twisted even tighter when it was learned that Timmendequas had been living in the house for over a year, rooming with two other recently released sex offenders who had all met in the sex offenders' prison where they were serving their time. In the months after Megan's death in 1994 three states and the federal government passed registration and notification laws and in the years following Megan's tragic
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death, twelve states swiftly passed a version of Megan's Law into the law books.\textsuperscript{170} The revelations surrounding Megan's death, compelled the federal government,\textsuperscript{171} the state of New Jersey,\textsuperscript{172} and all fifty states\textsuperscript{173} to eventually take action to combat the predatory child sex offenders praying on "our nations most precious resource"—our children.\textsuperscript{174}

\textbf{B. The Response}

\textbf{1. Avenging Megan—Registration and Notification of Sex Offenders}

"We must not allow this little girl's life to be taken in vain."\textsuperscript{175}

Criminal registration laws were nothing new in federal jurisprudence or in that of some states. In the 1950's, federal law required any citizen who was addicted to, or used narcotics to register, before crossing the border,\textsuperscript{176} and there were other registration schemes for many past unpopular groups, such as the Communists, foreign aliens, foreign agents, and gamblers.\textsuperscript{177} California and Nevada currently have laws in place that require other types of offenders to register upon entering the respective states if the past offender will remain for a statutory duration of time.\textsuperscript{178}
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Registration of sex offenders requires a working definition of just what is a sex offender generally, which would be helpful in understanding these offenders—both adult and juvenile. While an exact definition of the behavior is illusory, it is important to have a starting point. The adult offender is typically someone who has been convicted of a sex crime, usually defined by the respective state's Megan's Law statute, which may also include elements other than sex crimes, such as kidnapping or battery of a child under a certain age, or someone who has been adjudicated as a "sexually dangerous person." Under this definition, typically one who has been adjudicated as a youthful sex offender, or a juvenile convicted as an adult for a sex offense defined in the jurisdictions Megan's Law statute, will qualify. Both types of offenders typically must register with law enforcement authorities in the jurisdiction where the offender lives or, in some cases, works. Other helpful definitions exist for both adult and juvenile offenders within the social work genre; they loosely follow what social workers in the field have established as “contact that is sexual in nature and that occurs without consent, without equality, and as a result of coercion, manipulation, game-playing, or deception.”

A caveat concerning juveniles is appropriate here: the behavioral science literature makes it clear that any “hard and fast rules for defining abnormal, deviant, or inappropriate juvenile sexual behavior are impossible to sustain” and must be viewed broadly. Consequently, “it is the nature of the sexual activity and the circumstances in which it takes place that define the act as one deserving of legal intervention.”

2. The Federal Response

"The House passed legislation Thursday mandating automatic life sentences for two-time federal child sex offenders. . . . 'Take these sick monsters off the streets,' said the bill's sponsor, Rep. Mark Green (R. Wis.). 'End the cycle of horrific violence that is every child's nightmare.'"
Even before the attack on Megan, Congress had begun debating the merits of the first of three sex offender registration laws that it would eventually pass. The first would allow states to receive a portion of a $100 million federal grant to cover expenses for enacting such laws, which was part of the Violent Crime and Law Enforcement Act of 1994.\textsuperscript{187} This act, also known as the Jacob Wetterling Crimes Against Children and Sexually Violent Offenders Registration Act, (herein the Wetterling Act),\textsuperscript{188} compels "states to register sex offenders convicted of a wide range of sexual offenses, regardless of the age of the victims, as well as those convicted of certain nonsexual offenses against children."\textsuperscript{189} The Wetterling Act, passed in September of 1994,\textsuperscript{190} gave wide latitude to the states to fashion reporting methods, and great desecration in notification to the public.\textsuperscript{191} "[T]he compelling necessity for a quick and effective remedy against the extreme threat of sex offenders in society has prompted the federal government to act and the state legislatures to follow."\textsuperscript{192}

In 1996, Congress enacted two additional sex offender laws. The first was coined the federal version of "Megan's Law,"\textsuperscript{193} and required all 50 states to adopt some form of uniform community notification of an offender’s presence in the community.\textsuperscript{194} The second permitted states to distribute the registration information as each states' dissemination laws permitted.\textsuperscript{195} These registration statutes varied greatly among jurisdictions in their key elements, such as what triggers a requirement to register, who gets what information and how, how the information is accessed, and how notification will occur.\textsuperscript{196} These “Megan’s Laws” expressed as their goal community notification, and “were [enacted] to prevent crime” by “letting community residents know that sex offenders lived in...
their neighborhoods, and to improve law enforcement, [by] providing police with additional information to investigate sex offense cases.

The final federal act was embodied in the Pam Lyncher Sexual Offender Tracking and Identification Act, passed in October, 1996. This Act was designed to create a national database with the FBI, with contributions from all states, in order to track the whereabouts of sexual offenders in communities nationally.

The “essence” of Megan’s Law is the notification component, which is designed to “facilitate public access” to the offender information that the police have in their registry, thereby allowing persons interested in knowing about an offender to have free access to the information. This access or notification, can occur in two forms: (1) “active,” which requires police to notify the community or residents involved directly, or (2) “passive,” where the public is allowed to inspect the information on demand as needed.

3. The States’ Response

“There is no greater crime, I do not believe, than a child that has been molested, perhaps killed, or not killed but sexually molested by somebody else.”

Megan’s parents and a wide assortment of victim’s advocates and political leaders had campaigned state legislatures and Congress to enact community notification laws to warn community residents of the presence of sex offenders in their neighborhoods after Megan’s death. By 1999, all 50 states had some form of Megan’s Law on the books. As previously mentioned, the states are allowed to provide notification to the community as they see fit and as their respective state laws permit. These disclosure methods vary between states in terms of who can view the offender information and how they can do it. The federal Wetterling Act guidelines do not require states to register juveniles who are adjudicated or who otherwise meet the threshold
to be considered sex offenders.\textsuperscript{207} States were allowed to address the juvenile sex offender registration issue as they thought necessary.\textsuperscript{208}

The approaches vary. In Ohio, for instance, the local county sheriff where the offender is residing is responsible for notification upon receipt of an offender's "intent to reside" form, which is to be provided by the offender either from his or her correctional facility or his or her past residential law enforcement agency.\textsuperscript{209} The sheriff must also notify occupants of adjacent homes to the offender's and all occupants of homes within 1000 feet of the offender's place of residence.\textsuperscript{210} The offender's records in possession of the sheriff are public records, and may be viewed on demand from citizens.\textsuperscript{211}

Indiana made its own efforts towards registration of sex offenders, enacting their version—Zachary's Law.\textsuperscript{212} Initially, Indiana's sex offender law struck a middle ground, allowing public access and direct notification, requiring release of the sex offender registry to all schools and state agencies. Private agencies that provide services to children or who license persons who will work with children may also request the registry.\textsuperscript{213}

Both Ohio\textsuperscript{214} and Indiana\textsuperscript{215} require registration of juvenile sex offenders if the child is adjudicated delinquent for committing an act that would be a sexual offense if committed by an adult. The child must be at least 14 years of age, and classified by a juvenile or adult court as a sex offender, or is adjudicated as likely to repeat the offense.\textsuperscript{216} Indiana goes a step further by requiring a
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finding by a court, based on clear and convincing evidence that the juvenile is likely to re-offend.\textsuperscript{217} Ohio has recently adopted a three-tier rating system for juvenile offenders fourteen to eighteen years of age, with a different registration scheme for each of the three different categories.\textsuperscript{218}

Kentucky classifies juvenile sex offenders as anyone "under the age of eighteen years old [at the time of the offense], who is not actively psychotic or mentally retarded and who has been adjudicated guilty . . . of a sexual offense."\textsuperscript{219} Kentucky makes the label of juvenile sex offender mandatory if the juvenile is convicted of an act or an attempted act that is either a felony or a misdemeanor sex offense under the Kentucky criminal code, or uses a minor in a "sexual performance."\textsuperscript{220} For any juvenile "adjudicated or who may be declared a sex offender," there is a mandatory sex offender assessment by the court to ensure state and federal constitutional safeguards are followed.\textsuperscript{221} Juvenile sex offenders under Kentucky law must register subject to Kentucky's Megan's Law.\textsuperscript{222}

The various Megan's Laws enacted throughout the country differ in their juvenile registration schemes. Some states with Megan's Laws that include juveniles, such as Delaware and Rhode Island, register juvenile sex offenders and maintain those records as public until the offender turns 25 years old.\textsuperscript{223} Thereafter, the records are destroyed.\textsuperscript{224} Texas requires juvenile sex offenders to register, but only through the offender's parole period, and not at all past age twenty-one when those records are destroyed.\textsuperscript{225} Michigan, South Carolina, and California, at the discretion of the
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court, may apply lifetime registration requirements to juvenile offenders. California however does not release juvenile offenders’ names and only releases other information upon request. Alabama’s level of notification depends on the size of the community in which the offender intends to live. Georgia requires all sex offenders, juvenile or adult, to “notify both the sheriff and the superintendent of the public school district where the offender intends to [live].” Kansas is perhaps the most protective of the juvenile sex offender. In Kansas, juvenile adjudications are not considered criminal convictions for purposes of the Kansas sex offender law.

New Jersey was quick to follow the federal Wetterling Act with passage of its sex offender registration law in October of 1994. The New Jersey’s notification scheme is based on the courts assessment of the likelihood of recidivism of the offender, linking the risk of re-offense to the scope of disclosure. If the offender has a “moderate” risk, notification of the offender’s presence in the community is made “to community organizations such as schools and churches.” If the risk of recidivism is “high,” then “notification is also provided to ‘members of the public, likely to encounter [the offender].” New Jersey’s Megan’s Law clearly extends to juvenile offenders by its use of the words “[a] person...who has been adjudicated delinquent... for the commission of a sex offense” in the first sentence of the statute.

In summary, “Megan’s Laws require convicted sex offenders to register certain personal information with local law enforcement officials upon release from [custody]” or upon their arrival in the community or jurisdiction. There are two basic parts to Megan’s Laws. One is a registration component, and the other is a notification component for personal information about the offender. States differ as to what information each offender is required to submit. Most typically demand things such as the offender’s name, address, date of birth, description, alias,
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identifying marks, vehicle information, and place of employment. States are allowed to determine how much information must be included in their registration schemes, how much information they will disclose to the public, and how it will be disclosed, so long as "the minimum baseline for registration" and notification is met under the Witterling Act. Local law enforcement "shall release relevant information that is necessary to protect the public from a specific person required to register." Another component of Megan's Laws is immunity from liability for law enforcement officials who are complying with the disclosure laws in good faith.

C. Motivation For Megan's Laws

1. The Recidivism Argument

"Long prison terms do not deter them. Too often, special rehabilitation programs do not cure them. No matter what we do, the minute they get back on the street, many of them resume their hunt for victims, beginning a restless and unrelenting prowl for children, innocent children to molest, abuse, and in the worst cases to kill."

The community notification schemes enacted in response to public demand have enjoyed only mixed results, with little empirical evidence documenting the results. If one looks strictly at the individual criminal acts of these sex offenders, it is easy to see how and why legislatures and Congress passed the variety of Megan's Laws we see today in all 50 states. There is little argument that sex crimes are the vilest acts imaginable, when perpetrated against children, who are the most innocent and helpless of our society, that feeling is amplified, and preventing just one of these incidents, against one child, anywhere, can arguably make the passage of a Megan's Law worthwhile. But, one still needs to consider the costs of such laws. Another important question is what else is behind these laws; what other influences are at work here?

Several factors have influenced the Megan's Law debate over the years and spawned passage of these special laws. Taken as a
whole, the cumulative effect of all of these factors creates powerful motivations for such unusual and draconian laws. These influential factors are:

1) the local activism resulting from community outrage over the brutal rapes and murders of children, 2) the high rate of recidivism by child sex offenders, and the need to protect children, 3) the increase in the incidence of child abuse and child molestation nationally, 4) the belief that registration deters released child sex offenders from future offenses, 5) the fact that registration furnishes a list of potential suspects that would allow law enforcement to quickly track down the abductor and the child.248

These factors, not necessarily in this order, seem to be the seminal reasons noted for passage of Megan's Laws in the majority of states.

Each of these motivations seems a justifiable and sound rationale for controlling these offenders, but it is the second justification—recidivism, which resounds among legal scholars, politicians, academicians, psychologists, and criminologists as one of the most powerful reason for Megan’s Laws, second only to the distasteful and heinous nature of the acts themselves. Recidivism also seems to hold the distinction as being one of the most contentious of all the points and factors relating to child sex offenders—adult or juvenile—driving the passage of Megan's Laws today.247

2. Recidivism and Adult Offenders

"Sexual offenders are different...Even after long, long years in prison...the odds are extremely high that they will commit the same or a similar crime again."248

"Recidivism" has been defined “as the likelihood of reoffense after capture and punishment.”249 A “recidivist” is defined as a one who has been convicted of numerous criminal offenses, a “habitual criminal” and a “criminal repeater.”250 Modern political and legislative rhetoric is saturated with statistical claims that are designed to support the topics or positions which these governmental bodies debate; the Megan’s Laws are no different.251

247. Kabat, supra note 169, at 335. The preferred rationale for Megan’s Laws nationwide is to combat the perceived problem with recidivism among sex offenders; and almost all scholarly research mentions “recidivism” or “re-offending” as a motivation, whether factually presented or exaggerated. Id. See also Bedarf, infra note 255, at 893.
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Legislators frequently claim that sex offenders are more likely to re-offend than other kinds of offenders. Even though it would seem from hearing the quotes and the misquotes of legislators that there is a large assortment of studies and statistics forming the basis for these claims, that simply is not the case. Many of the legislative findings of various state's Megan's Laws cite that sex offenders pose a greater threat because of their higher risk of re-offending. Yet it seems, nothing could be further from the truth.

In a thorough analysis of the recidivism myth and the studies and statistical assertions associated with its claims, Abril Bedarf, in his examination of sex offender notification laws, makes several compelling arguments with respect to the studies that have been previously conducted. Bedarf begins his assessment by citing the early studies on recidivism, the first done by the New Jersey Commission on the Habitual Sex Offenders, which found that even as early as 1950, before the awareness of sexual offenders had become so prevalent, the recidivism rate for sex offenders was only seven percent. This rate was the lowest of all categories except murder. This surprising conclusion was affirmed in subsequent years in other studies. In 1965, researchers found that only ten percent of the three thousand sex offenders observed for twelve to twenty-four years were subsequently convicted of a sex crime.

The late 1970s, however, found criminologists reexamining their conclusions about sex offenders, which were not in line with those of the psychiatric community, who claimed that “sex offenders commit an alarming number of sexual offenses for which they are never arrested or convicted.” The psychiatric community cited in support of its position a study of 137 anonymous male offenders who were found to have committed two to five times more sex offenses than their convictions revealed. These varying conclusions lend some merit to the argument that low recidivism rates of sex offenders on paper, based on arrest and conviction data, are higher overall since many of the offenses go
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unreported. This view is espoused by experts who believe that sex offenses are “highly repetitive [in] nature,” and thus such offenders may commit hundreds of acts that go unreported.\textsuperscript{262}

Some experts also suggest that at least some sex offenders are “serial offenders, to the point of compulsion.”\textsuperscript{263} The Center for Sex Offender Management reports that National Crime Victimization Surveys conducted in the mid-nineties found that only thirty-two percent, or one out of three, sexual assault victims ages twelve or older reported the attack to police.\textsuperscript{264} This alarming revelation, coupled with the fear and embarrassment that accompanies these victims, their feelings of guilt, and the desire to “put [the] tragic experience behind them,”\textsuperscript{265} as well as the fact that many of the victims are young children themselves, not necessarily aware or astute enough to know they have been victimized or how to report it, all lead to a strong presumption that it is likely under reporting of sexual offenses occurs in society.\textsuperscript{266}

Low recidivism rates for sex offenders, Bedarf points out, were also found in a ten-year study in 1985 that sought to correlate recidivism with the type of crime committed.\textsuperscript{267} The findings of the study reveal that the average rate of re-arrest for a sex crime was only 11.3\%.\textsuperscript{268} This rate varied with the category of offender, pedophiles were 6.2\%, assaulters were 10.4\%, and flashers were 20.5\% more likely to be re-arrested for a sexual related crime.\textsuperscript{269} Another study analyzing sex offender recidivism, conducted by the California Department of Justice in 1988, revealed that over a fifteen-year period, 19.7\% of offenders were re-arrested for a sex offense, and those arrested for serious sex offenses initially, were 25\% more likely to be rearrested for rape than those charged with lesser sex crime charges.\textsuperscript{270} These results suggest that twenty-five percent of the serious sex offenders are serial, compulsive offenders, and should bear the burden of registration and notification under Megan’s Laws.\textsuperscript{271}

The final work cited by Bedarf was a 1989 report by the
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United States Department of Justice, which found only 7.7% of rapists were rearrested for rape within three years after leaving custody, and they were 10.5 times more likely to have a subsequent arrest for rape than non-rapists, while those committing sex offenses other than rape were 7.5 times more likely to be rearrested for a nonrape sex offense.272

When consideration of recidivism data for non-sexual offenses is added for comparison, the data on sex offenders takes on a new perspective and becomes quite startling. The aforementioned 1989 U.S. Justice Department report showed a lower recidivism rate, 7.7%, for serious sex offenders than for any other class of offender except murderers.273 The data showed that the recidivism rate for convicted robbers in 1983 was 19.6%, 21.9% for those convicted of assault, 31.9% for those convicted of burglary, 24.8% for drug offenders, and 33.5% for those convicted of theft.274 There is strong evidence to support the argument, therefore, that “sex offenders are not more likely than other criminals to be recidivists.”275 Furthermore, there is no empirical data that demonstrates that sex offenders have consistently higher or lower rates of recidivism than do other criminal offenders; “[a]t the very least, the data is unclear.”276 Yet another statistic from the California Department of Corrections inmate population study showed that within a group of high-risk sex offenders studied, 62% did return to prison within two-years, but only 15% returned for committing a sex related offense,277 and many of those who returned were ironically due to failing to register as sex offenders under California law.278

In the majority of these studies, the adult sex offenders demonstrate a significantly low recidivism rate279 compared to almost the entire inmate or offender population, and certainly, lower than legislators espouse when passing these bodies of law. The data is not clear-cut,280 and accurate measurements of the rate at which sex offender’s recidivate are difficult to collect,281 but the numbers do suggest that sex offenders are no more likely to relapse than any other criminal offenders. Even though assertions have been made to the contrary that sex offenders will strike again, the proof is not in the numbers. Where recidivism does exist, researchers have found that it can be effectively reduced by providing the offender with specialized and intensive sex offender
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treatment, which has been shown to significantly reduce re-arrest rates in sex offenders compared to those who were not treated. 282

3. Rhetoric’s Impact

Even those who should accurately proclaim numbers relating to justice in America have fallen victim to the misquoting and rhetoric about sex offenders. Then Attorney General Janet Reno weighed in on the sex offender debate, and was quoted as saying that “convicted child molesters have a recidivism rate as high as 40% to 70%,” numbers not at all close to those in the scholarly research relating to repeat sex offenses. 283 The need to avoid these emotional leaps and misuse of statistical data concerning recidivism of sex offenders should be of importance to legislators and policy makers who the public looks to and relies on for governance, leadership, and justice. Despite the studies demonstrating sex offenders have some of the lowest recidivism rates, the public continues to believe that they have the highest rates, 284 and these false notions are postulated by the comments and records of legislators in passing Megan’s Laws. 285 Legislative debates have offered many examples of the vivid passion, anger, and a seething desire to punish sex offenders, calling them “animals” and claiming they have “no rights.” 286 The complacency at speaking these salacious claims cannot be clearer than with the statement on the house floor by Congressman Randall Cunningham, “[p]erhaps a sexual predator’s life should be just a little more toxic than someone else in the American citizenry, that an individual that preys on children, that maybe their rights should be secondary to children’s and families.” 287 The reliance on the recidivism myth becomes even more problematic when applied to juvenile sex offenders. 288

4. Recidivism and Juvenile Offenders

“First we never thought children got sexually assaulted. . . .then we thought it [was] adults doing it. . . .now we know that a great many perpetrators of crime against our children are other children.” 289
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These are only estimates from the available data, but the numbers are shocking, forty-one percent of sexual assaults against children ages ten to sixteen were committed by other children, a large portion of which were offenders between the ages of eleven and fourteen, or thirteen and seventeen, depending on which estimate you consider. Either way the numbers are, to say the least, shocking. What is also shocking is the absence of discourse concerning juvenile sex offenders in the legislative debates. In light of the relative ease in which the politicians and policy makers speak of the dangers of sex offenders in general, exaggerating the statistics and narratives on the subject, and the relative high numbers of acts that involve juveniles, the record is stark of any mention of juveniles in floor debates or in the legislative acts themselves. The most often used word in the congressional Megan's Law debate was “children,” and yet the use of the word was limited exclusively to the child victims, not the child sex offenders.

When discussing the differences between various legislative findings of different states relating to juvenile sex offender registration, Elizabeth Garfinkle noted in particular the difference between the findings of Idaho and Alabama. Idaho's Megan's Law specifically mentions juvenile sex offenders and their risk of re-offending and its language mimics the adult statute exactly, except for the addition of the words “juvenile.” Alabama's legislative findings are a refreshing departure, imparting a different concept that juveniles are more likely to respond to treatment, have shorter histories as sex offenders, and be less prone to exhibit deviant patterns than adult offenders. It is not clear whether the engine of rhetoric in shaping Megan's Law was deliberate in avoiding the issue of juveniles or whether it was done with the purpose of lumping them into the mix of sex offenders generally.

Juvenile sex offenders pose a difficult problem for Megan's Laws. As previously mentioned, juveniles own a unique niche in modern American criminal law, which has developed into two distinct systems, one for adult offenders, and one for juvenile offenders. Since its inception in 1899 in Illinois, this bifurcated system is based on the idea that juveniles and adults are different, that they commit crimes for different reasons, and that they
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should be treated differently in the eyes of the law. The research shows juvenile sex crime is often committed for reasons apart from those of adults; yet, their inclusion in most Megan's Laws, and the tendency to treat them like adult offenders, suggest juveniles are losing their unique status within the criminal justice system.

Research on juvenile sex offender recidivism is somewhat lacking, with most studies examining the effectiveness of the treatment protocols to reduce future offending. As previously mentioned, there exists a common belief about juvenile sex offenders, that they will re-offend, even after treatment, yet there is no compelling evidence to suggest that the majority of offenders will likely become adult offenders. Child sex offenders who participate in treatment programs achieve success, and have shown lower recidivism rates than adult offenders or untreated juvenile sex offenders. Several studies in the early to mid 1990s have shown that juvenile offenders who participate in treatment have recidivism rates of between 7% and 13% over a five-year period, while other earlier studies in the 1980s and 1990s have given that number to be between 5% and 15%, compared with recidivism rates of between 15% and 50% for non-sexual offenses. One study found very little sex offense recidivism among 256 juvenile sex offenders over a six-year period; only seven percent committed another sexual offense and forty percent committed other, non-sex related offenses. At worst, where the juvenile is classified a severe sex offender, it has been found that the recidivism rate is higher, thirty-seven percent for repeated sex related acts, while eighty-nine percent repeated non-sexual related acts. There is some concern like those expressed with recidivism studies of adult offenders, that methodological flaws may have altered these findings somewhat, however there is considerable evidence to support the opinion that the proper specialized treatment will greatly impact juvenile recidivism rates.

It is believed that juvenile sex offenders do respond better to
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treatment concepts over adult offenders for several reasons. Juvenile offenders possess a less deeply ingrained deviant sexual pattern than do adult offenders; they are still exploring alternative ways to receive sexual gratification, and their sexual fantasy is still evolving and not fully joined with their permanent behavior. Additionally, the youth offender is more available for learning effective interpersonal and social skills than are adult offenders. Some offenders are not amendable to treatment in this regard, stressing the importance in understanding the treatability of juvenile sex offenders, which involve a number of patient characteristics and situational factors. Such characteristics as empathy and frequency of sexual offending behavior will dictate the proper treatment protocols to consider. As the studies demonstrate, treatment is quite effective in reducing recidivism, but Lippincott stresses that the offenders are not “cured,” that they must develop and maintain “coping and adaptive strategies to prevent further sexual offenses.”

Megan’s Laws perform a protective function and are predicated upon the notion that sex offenders, be they adult or adolescent, will likely offend, abuse, or molest again. The myth, however, is not supported by the numbers. There is some discord about the accuracy, but there is sufficient support for the claims that sex offenders have a lower rate of recidivism than most other criminal offenders. Juveniles have even less if they receive early, proper rehabilitative treatment with follow-up monitoring. The application of the blanket Megan’s Law justification of risk of recidivism to juvenile sex offenders, for that reason alone, is insufficient to warrant registration of child sex offenders.

IV. THE JUVENILE SEX OFFENDER AND THEIR VICTIMS

“The tendency, historically, to dismiss or minimize the nature of sexually abusive behavior among juveniles has failed to interrupt the development of abusive patterns, and as a result has failed to protect the community.”

A. Commonalites and the Players

1. The Common Juvenile Sex Offender . . . if there is one

“A new research study from a Salt Lake City therapist says adolescent
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sexual perpetrators 'look more like the rest of us' than other adolescent offenders, and their seeming silence can be deadly. . . . [They] display their anger covertly. . . . Teen-age sex offenders are much more passive than other delinquent kids.

The issue of adolescent sex offenders "remains the least understood, least discussed, and perhaps most distressing area of child sex abuse." Martin & Pruett write that juvenile sex offenders are described as "being different from other problem youth, in that sex offenders tend to be less outwardly rebellious and disruptive." For the past several decades, society paid little, if any, attention to children who sexually abuse other children; these children were just "misguided youth." Society applied a "boys-will-be-boys" mentality to a serious problem. The child sex offender's behavior results from a range of influences, vary across individuals, environments, and situations, with no quick reliable answers to address this problem appropriately. Their behavior in past decades was not thought of as alarming, and thus many adolescent offenders went unrecognized by social workers, mental health workers, and criminal justice officials. This allowed the problem to escalate into the serious risk now seen as "worthy of serious concern" to society.

The profile of a typical juvenile sex offender, if one exists, generally falls into stereotypical sexual deviant categories. These offenders come from all socioeconomic backgrounds and are 90% male, with a median age of fourteen; they usually commit their first offense before age fifteen, and sometimes as early as twelve years old. These offenders are far more likely to have been sexually or physically abused. Numbers indicate that between 40% and 80% of the offenders have suffered prior sexual abuse, and 20% to 50% have suffered physical abuse. These offenders display another disturbing attribute; approximately 80% have a diagnosable psychiatric disorder, which leads many of them
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to have trouble with impulse control and aggressive behavior.\textsuperscript{323} Between 30\% and 60\% have a learning disability or other academic dysfunction.\textsuperscript{324}

Martin & Pruett, in their work on juvenile sex offenders, correlated a number of works in social and psychology research on juvenile criminal and sex offenders and established approximately five baseline background characteristics found in juvenile sex offenders that shape their future actions and offender profiles.\textsuperscript{325} Adolescent sex offenders are often isolated from their peer groups. This social isolation is found to be a hallmark descriptor of the juvenile sex offender.\textsuperscript{326} They are described as “loaners,” more shy, timid, and withdrawn than those who commit nonsexual youth crime, and “who lack the social skills necessary to develop close meaningful relationships.”\textsuperscript{327} These young offenders, isolated from their peer group, thus turn to younger children for the interactions they perceive as easier to manage.\textsuperscript{328}

It is not uncommon, when looking at juvenile offenders of any type, to find they come from backgrounds and living environments with a high degree of family dysfunction.\textsuperscript{329} Juvenile sex offenders tend to have home environments where the parents have higher degrees of psychiatric disturbances, alcoholism, and marital tension than any other group.\textsuperscript{330} These adolescent offenders may also find themselves exposed to family dysfunction in the form of violence between family members and themselves, which impacts their developmental faculties.\textsuperscript{331} These offenders also experience higher degrees of physical abuse from a variety of sources, parents, stepparents, and stepsiblings and other unrelated males than do other juvenile offenders.\textsuperscript{332} The final characteristic of adolescent sex offenders, and the most prevalent of the aforementioned characteristics, is widely known as a “cycle-of-abuse” where the offender recreates and perpetrates the abuse that the offender received in childhood onto the new victims.\textsuperscript{333} This factor is very prevalent in the backgrounds of juvenile sex offenders, and is generally supported by clinical practitioners and independent studies as well.\textsuperscript{334}

Other lesser-known factors are present in some adolescent
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offenders, such as frequent exposure to pornography, a marked
lack of empathy and a low self-esteem that can lead to a "distorted
cognition" about the negative effects of their actions.\textsuperscript{335} These
factors are not exhaustive, and do not guarantee that an early
victim of sexual violence or abuse will grow up to be an abuser
themselves. As the evidence suggests, these children have
monumental problems and attempt to work them out as best they
can, but often in less desirable ways. These are some of the
important factors that present themselves and create the risk a
child may become an adolescent sex offender in the future.\textsuperscript{336} The
current climate of punishment over rehabilitation and treatment
in Megan’s Laws operates to leave children with a “self-help”
remedy, while being shuffled like adult sex offenders into the pit of
registration and labeling, akin to abuse at the hands of Megan’s
Laws. Professor Filler refers to this as “legally permissive
retribution against sex offenders,”—a lifetime branded as a sex
offender.\textsuperscript{337}

2. The Common Victim of the Juvenile Sex Offender

“There are too many innocent young kids getting hurt.”\textsuperscript{338}

Juvenile offenders, usually fall into one of two categories: those who sexually abuse children, and those who victimize their
peers and adults.\textsuperscript{339} The majority of the offender’s victims are
female, but some studies have found that boys are the targets of
male adolescent sex offenders as well.\textsuperscript{340} The victims are typically
between the ages of three and sixteen with many younger that
nine years old.\textsuperscript{341} Most of the victims are “not related to the
offender by blood or marriage,”\textsuperscript{342} although there is evidence in the
research that 40% of the victims are siblings or other relatives of
the offenders.\textsuperscript{343} Often, even if not related, the victims know the
offender.\textsuperscript{344} This discovery contributes to the implication that the
reported juvenile sex offenses and those relating to recidivism are
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not accurate. If some of the victims are within the offender's family there is a likelihood that the event would not be discovered by adults or reported outside the family if it were known, thus impacting the reliability of the data available.

These factors are disturbing and in most cases are not addressed by the Megan's Laws in the country. Only Alabama's Megan's Law takes a wider note of any factors affecting juvenile sex offenders outside of their perceived tendency to re-offend. Alabama attempts to bring about awareness and a policy of help and treatment for the juvenile sex offenders under their jurisdiction.

Megan's Laws should enumerate a distinction between adults and children and should seek to remedy the previously mentioned factors that impact children and their tendency to offend. Rather than just throwing them to the wolves out of the gate, denying them a fighting chance to be better citizens, this would greatly enhance the odds that these children will not re-offend or offend in the first place, ending the "cycle-of-abuse." An approach like this for juveniles in the Megan's Laws would give them what they need: understanding of the helplessness of their situation and another chance at rehabilitation.

V. THE QUANDARY OF MEGAN'S LAW

"[There] is concern[] that a high school student who fondles another student in the hallway of a school could be convicted on a sexual imposition charge and then be ordered to register as a sex offender for 10 years to life. I think it is a bit reckless... once you label someone for a lifetime, you are clearly diminishing that person's ability to provide employment for themselves and be a productive member of society."

A. Offender or Adolescent-Where Nature Ends and Megan's Law Begins

1. Considerations

"Lawmakers opposed to the bill painted a picture of a high school senior sentenced to life for touching his freshman girlfriend... because one of the sex crimes covered is engaging in a sexual act with a minor between 12 and 15, if the two are at least
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To say that “boys-will-be-boys” suggests that the acts of juvenile sex offenders are routine, ordinary conduct by mischievous ornery adolescent boys, that society simply overlooks. Its use in this context implies just that, the natural actions of typical American adolescents, engaging in normal sexual development. The danger here is that the ornery adolescent, guided only by his or her hormones, walks into the minefield of Megan’s Law where the adolescent offender may be in trouble for nothing more than being young, and following a biological footprint like any maturing adolescent.

The behavioral and social sciences classify juvenile sex offending differently than does the juvenile justice system. The behavioral science profession considers three general defining categories when examining juvenile sexual behavior: the use of coercion, the sexual interaction and whether it is age appropriate in nature. These areas are similar to the generally accepted parameters defining juvenile sex offenses by social workers in the field. Analysis of the three categories used in the behavioral sciences approach is helpful in understanding how the behaviors are construed and classified and how a different approach may be useful.

The first category, coercion, is simple. It is similar to that connotation found in the social work profession; it is force, a position of unequal power between two parties, which the more powerful one abuses. The second defining element is the “age” or “peer appropriateness” of the sexual behavior. While looking at the coercion element appears to be simple, it becomes more difficult when balanced with an eye for what is normal and what is not. Said another way: is the target behavior deviant behavior or not. The age difference between the two participants, the mental capacity of the participants, the willingness to engage in the behavior being addressed, and its circumstances enter the mix in weighing the appropriateness of the behavior. Sexual behavior between two thirteen-year-olds that is mutual, not a product of coercion, and not a product of deviant intentions is less problematic than a situation where one of the thirteen-year-olds suffers from a diminished capacity, possessing mental faculties
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less than the other. There seems little doubt what the outcome will be, an inappropriate case is easy to make. But what if the mentally impaired participant is seemingly capable of deciding, and cognizant of the circumstances? Will the outcome be the same?\textsuperscript{358} Some researchers propose that an age difference of five years or more should be present before an accusation of sexual abuse is made against a participant.\textsuperscript{359}

Simply counting years seems too simplistic, and is inconsistent with the tenet of the current behavioral sciences guidebook, the DSM-IV. This guidebook suggests that clinical judgment should be used to consider the maturity of the victim and the age difference between the parties in assessing whether sexualized contact is appropriate between at least one adolescent and another.\textsuperscript{360} Therefore, it seems in viewing the behavior of juveniles, the age difference, and the consideration of the circumstances involved is important and generally should come together in the mental health profession before a determination can be made.

The last category to consider is a separate, and different view altogether, which is sometimes overlooked. In this category, all of the offender’s behavior, activities, and lifestyle are considered to see if there exists deviant sexualized behavior that does not involve physical contact or any kind of force.\textsuperscript{361} The importance of this category cannot be minimized, as these behavior patterns are signs, albeit not certainties, of a possible problem with a potential youthful sex offender.\textsuperscript{362} Some studies of serious adult sex offenders have shown that many of these adult offenders began their sex offending careers with nonviolent sexual offenses in their adolescence.\textsuperscript{363} This category of offending is more tolerated as harmful pranks and ornery playfulness, which may consist of being a Peeping Tom or streaking; however, if allowed to escalate, it may potentially lead to more serious offending.\textsuperscript{364} This progression is important to spot and treat early in youthful offenders.\textsuperscript{365} But what about Megan’s Laws?

Legislators, public policy decision makers, courts, and social service providers must be attuned to these issues, and strive to protect youthful offenders from harm at the hands of Megan’s Laws. Some of these acts may indeed be playful pranks done in
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bad taste by adolescents. Any general classification by age or behavior as enumerated in adult criminal statutes is not enough to do the job. Using these characteristic factors when evaluating juvenile sex offenders, rather than just applying ridged rules to make the registration decision, allows the weight to be properly placed on the true deviant nature of the acts undertaken, before a youth is placed on the registry.\footnote{Id. at 294.} This may help avoid the inherent “gray areas” that may exist in dealing with juvenile behavior.\footnote{Id.} Decision makers should also take into consideration the natural maturing processes, which may be different from their own experiences in drafting legislation and protocols for applying Megan’s Laws to juvenile sex offenders and take into account the entire picture of a child offender.

2. Normal Sexual Development-Sex Play-Age Appropriate Behavior

“Congress shouldn’t ‘expose countless teenagers to life sentences for being involved in consensual relationships.’”\footnote{Measure Passed, supra note 186, at A17 (quoting Rep. John Conyers (MI) comments on the House floor).} Notwithstanding the differences between the general categories listed above, there are times when the adolescent activities are normal and a natural part of the maturing process. By age three or four, many children begin various forms of sex play with peers.\footnote{Lippincott, supra note 301, at 59S.} These children may develop erections, engage in sexual exploration games, peek in at the other child’s parts, use nasty language, and flirt.\footnote{Id.}

“Sex Play” between children in this period is normal, and is loosely described as contact that is often exploratory in nature, and is accompanied by joy, laughter, embarrassment, inhibition, lightheartedness, spontaneity, and balanced with curiosity about other things.\footnote{N.C. Div. of Social Services, Jordan Inst for Families, CHILDREN’S SEXUAL BEHAVIOR FROM NORMAL TO DISTURBED-NORMAL SEXUAL, Vol. 7, No. 2, May 2002 available at http://www.ssw.unc.edu/fcrp/Cspn/vol7_no2/understand_jso.htm (last visited May 25, 2003) [hereinafter NORMAL BEHAVIOR NOTES]. See also Lippincott, supra note 301, at 59S.} Sex play consists of activities such as playing doctor or engaging in exploratory touching and tickling.\footnote{Id.} Children in their middle ages will have various rises and falls in sexual interest depending on exposures and influences in their living environs; children in middle ages will hold hands, or even
Sex play becomes a concern only when done routinely or when it is accompanied by coercion or an absence of mutual consent. Normative sex play and normal sexual development is the way maturing children develop sexually, seeking information and a better understanding about the nature of sexual life through play and exploration with others. Preadolescence is a time when sexual development increases, and children become aware of their bodies. Children may begin exploring their bodies and genitals, and seek to view pictures and images of other people's bodies in an effort to understand themselves. Sex play at this level is usually for non-sexual goals or purposes. Masturbatory activities become more common in preadolescence but are only considered a problem when the practice leads to physical harm or is conducted in public or at inappropriate times. By later adolescence, the child will be creating his or her own sexual identity and will work toward resolving questions and misconceptions they may have about sex in general, and their own sexuality.

Sex play and normative sexual development includes acts that are age-appropriate or acts that are expected to occur with children at certain maturity stages in life, and which are not deviant or coercive. Where age-of-consent laws exist, they present a unique problem for adolescent offenders who are caught in their nets. For example, where two fifteen-year-olds engage in consensual sex in a state with an age-of-consent law, the youth can be required to register for engaging in consensual sexual activity with another juvenile. These laws assume a child is incapable of giving consent, thus implying coercion or exploitation was used. In some situations this is true, but logic is lost by holding one minor legally responsible for exploiting another minor's legally prescribed inability to make the mature decision concerning the act, even when the perpetrator is just as incapable of making the decision himself. This is yet another example of a firm bright-line rule that may be misapplied with respect to age resulting in a
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triggering of Megan's Law.

There are however, many examples of questionable applications of Megan's Laws to adolescent offenders that are prevalent and jolting. “[R]elatively innocuous activities of juveniles . . . are being adjudicated as sexual offenses” if the act falls into the category of a sex offense of even a minor type.384 In a Michigan case, an eleven year old was listed on the state’s sex offender registry Internet site improperly, thus exposing him to the shame and ridicule of his peers and exposing his name and address to other adult offenders who may have potentially preyed on him.385 In another Michigan case, a high school senior engaged in a “senior prank” by “moonning” the high school principal and was arrested and convicted of indecent exposure, necessitating registration as a sex offender for the next twenty-five years.386 In Oklahoma, a two and a half year old was actually placed on the state’s Megan’s Law unpublished registry in a category for youths with sexual behavior problems without notice or due process, after he was seen touching and kissing a female child and then reported to authorities.387 On the other hand, some real child sex offenses have not been taken seriously because there existed an element of “childish” behavior or “horseplay” that investigators focused on to the exclusion of all else, overlooking the obscure underlying problem.

Despite all the rhetoric and debate, childhood sexual play is not harmful under ordinary circumstances and is a normal and valuable developmental experience as long as there is no deviant behavior.389 Some commentators and academics claim there exists some fuzzy gray areas because the line between normative and criminal sexual behavior in adolescents is blurry.390 At the least, it is unresolved.391 This can present a problem for child sex offenders when accused of normal behavior of a sexual nature and raises the ire of a misapplication of Megan’s Law.

Another problem exists where there are differing opinions or interpretations of what constitutes deviant or nonconsensual behavior; the definitions are vague and vary between persons and courts, subjecting children to different standards, facilitating arbitrary standards in the courts and the juvenile systems.392 Yet another peril appears in the Megan’s Law mine field when you
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consider a youth offender convicted or adjudicated in one state for a borderline offense that is not necessarily reportable under Megan's Law in that jurisdiction, for example "mooning." If that child moves with his parents to another state whereupon it is discovered that under the new state's Megan's Law phrasing, the minor's borderline act of "mooning" is a reportable event, necessitating the youth to register as a sex offender in his new home and then for life wherever he or she goes. There must be reasonable standards applied to all Megan's Laws nationwide to prevent these mishaps and allow even application of the law nationwide.

3. Treating Child Sex Offenders as Adult Sex Offenders-A Dangerous Mix

"I think this law is outrageous...putting kids in a position that is the same as adults. The whole purpose of the juvenile court system...is suppose[] to be rehabilitation."393

Megan's Laws have brought sex offender registration and notification to communities in an attempt to increase public awareness, safety, and facilitate tracking of dangerous sex offenders released into these communities.394 Applying the requirements of Megan's Laws to adolescent sex offenders may have a negative impact on the normal development of the youthful offender.395 This is contrary to the fundamental underpinnings of the juvenile justice system and "parens patriae," which seeks to correct the course of juvenile offenders by rehabilitation and oversight.396 Maintaining this childhood innocence is important in American values.397 Megan's Laws damage that innocence and pose a legal hurdle to juveniles who are developing physically and emotionally, and who are developing, new friends, personalities, and self-esteem, thus altering their ability to experience normal child-adolescent development.398 The public notification and Megan's Law in general also cause unnecessary stress to the juvenile offenders by exposing them to scrutiny and ridicule in the community, further harming their efforts at rehabilitation and increasing the likelihood of recidivism.399 The failure to separate youthful offenders from adult offenders in the Megan's Law systems and provide for rehabilitation and repair has a potential
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for harmful long-term consequences for these juveniles.400

Juveniles are generally treated differently than their adult counterparts, but this difference often evaporates when juvenile sex offenders are involved in petition or waiver proceedings.401 In most states, the petition process, sometimes called waiver,402 allows courts to classify a juvenile offender as an adult; however, there are usually no provisions to separate juvenile sex offenders from adult offenders in terms of their rights and consequences.403 Waiver establishes that the juvenile is a danger to society and not amenable to treatment.404 The long-standing benefit of a dual criminal justice system, one for juveniles and the other for adult offenders, is altered when the juvenile is a sex offender even if waived into court. There seems to be only a single alternative for these type offenders, yet the evidence supports that they are not hopeless, that they do have lower recidivism rates, and that they can be rehabilitated successfully.

The central idea behind the juvenile justice model is the rehabilitation of the juvenile offender.405 The application of the Megan's Law requirements of registration and notification to juvenile sex offenders thwarts the rehabilitation idea by isolating, degrading, and reminding the offenders of the situation.406 Megan's Laws obviate two fundamental cores of the rehabilitation model: confidentiality and stigmatization.407 Confidentially has been a hallmark of the juvenile justice system since it began, and is blatantly violated by the notification element of Megan's Laws in most states, when a juvenile's records become open to the public-exposed for the world to see.408 The motivation for the confidentially element is derived from the idea that a juvenile offender will not be able to forget the mistakes of his youth if the history was publicly disclosed.409 The other element is stigma or the effect of the disclosure on the offender. The effect of the disclosure puts the juvenile offender on the spot, creating a sense of discomfort and penalizing the offender for the past juvenile act that was to be forgotten.410

"[E]ffective rehabilitation of youths will be nearly impossible if they are not able to let their delinquent history 'fade into
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The stigma created by Megan's Law harms them in many ways, such as, finding suitable living arrangements, securing meaningful employment, and making lasting friends. Megan's Laws do not further the goals of the historical juvenile justice system or any offender rehabilitation tenant in America criminal law. There are indeed hopeless cases, however certainly not all are so situated and deserving of such a harsh remedy—a form of "legally permissive retribution." These laws conflict with the ideals of the founding principle of the juvenile legal system, "parens patriae," and the effective rehabilitation of juvenile offenders.

4. Other Consequences of Megan's Laws on Child Sex Offenders

"The theoretical and feel-good benefits of Megan's Law may, in the long run, be overwhelmed by the law's negative consequences. Statutes enabling, even perhaps encouraging, vigilantism and similar harms seem utterly at odds with constitutional values." Evidence suggests, in some cases, that Megan's Laws may actually impede an offender's path to rehabilitation, dampening his feeling of hope for being normal again and returning to society. This impediment in turn "put[s] a lot of stress on the offender, which puts them at greater risk to re-offend." Shaming of offenders at the hands of Megan's Laws is another common theme of late. This shaming has lead to mental as well as physical pain and anguish for offenders and their families, well after the punishment has been served. In fact, all of the community notification models are based upon the idea of
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identifying the sex offender to the rest of the community. Shaming, however, has become an “outlet for the community’s rage” against sex offenders. Megan’s Laws continue to perpetrate the tradition of shaming and publicly humiliating sex offenders with the application of a “scarlet letter” effect. Indicating that arguably “America’s criminal justice system has not completely eliminated ‘Scarlet Letter’ style punishments.” These antiquated and obscure themes of punishment also vastly and detrimentally affect the fragile child sex offender and their families.

a. Vigilantism-Ostracism:

Megan’s Laws also spawn vigilantism and ostracism of offenders, which harms them and their family members in communities where they live, which is not something any child sex offender needs, much less, any child in general should have to endure. When discussing Megan’s Law in Congress, Congressmen even made passing reference to the risk of causing “vigilante” retaliation to offenders. Offenders of all types serve their time and thus pay their debt to society for their crimes. However, Megan’s Laws attach a proverbial lifelong “ball and chain” to the offender. The community rage can be unbridled. For instance, a female sex offender used her sister-in-law’s address on her prison forms, with no intent to move or live there upon release from confinement. Three months prior to her release, the sister-in-law’s neighborhood was informed that a sex offender was moving into the home. The sister-in-law received death threats and threatening phone calls, her children were attacked by other children, and the home and children were shot at. Homes of offenders have been attacked and burned down. One had warning signs posted in his yard by neighborhood residents and
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his vehicles vandalized.\textsuperscript{434} The stories are endless and painful to someone who is trying to find a new beginning and a fresh start.

This behavior in the world of a juvenile sex offender (or an adult) sets up a “contact bomb” or time bomb effect, “we know they’re going to go off, we just don’t know when.”\textsuperscript{435} Sex offenders, like no other category of criminal offender, face unrelenting abuse and detrimental treatment at the hands of the Megan’s Law scheme.\textsuperscript{436} They are exposed to the wrath of the communities they live in by what is described as a “vigilante mentality,”\textsuperscript{437} forcing some offenders to leave their communities.\textsuperscript{438} These offenders, either forced away or who left on their own, go on the lamb, creating instead a band of roving offenders, afraid to put down stakes or to register; thus they are unknown to the communities where they may end up or where they may offend again, if they do at all.\textsuperscript{439} Recently, a survey of sex offender registries nationally discovered that states had lost track of “tens of thousands of . . . sex offenders” who were supposed to be registered under Megan’s Law.\textsuperscript{440} California alone lost track of at least 33,000 offenders, and the average accountability of the databases was only twenty-four percent of the offenders.\textsuperscript{441} As a remedy to this vigilantism and growing reactionary response to offenders imposed by the notification requirements of Megan’s Laws, California’s Megan’s Law attempts to curb vigilantism by including a section making it a felony to access the sex offender registry and use the information therein to retaliate against an offender.\textsuperscript{442}

Juvenile sex offenders are not immune from this public discord and chaos when they attend school or youth programs,\textsuperscript{443} where it can fester among adolescents who are normally incorrigible. An adolescent going through a normal maturity period may lash out at the child sex offender, hindering the little bit of rehabilitation Megan’s Law affords them. Given the lack of stability, and the constant fear and apprehension that is inherent in the daily life of these child sex offenders, there is little hope that they will reap the “wholesome mental and physical development”
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or rehabilitation they need and deserve to help them mature into “productive and law abiding adults.”

b. NIMBYism:

The NIMBYism syndrome is derived from the term “NIMBY,” which stands for “Not In My Back Yard.” NIMBYism is a common community activism tenet that in the past has been used to organize the masses in communities to rally against changes in zoning, environmental concerns or to oppose highways being built nearby. This tenet has been extended to many things unfavorable to American communities and sex offenders under Megan’s Laws are no exception. Realtors avoid selling property in areas where sex offenders are listed, and if the disclosure is not mandatory, there essentially is no disclosure of the information to a new buyer who may have children.

Juvenile offender’s families find it difficult to find a place where they are welcome, considering that their child, as a minor, will be branded as a registrant. In Texas, juvenile probation authorities have had to deal with an unexpected registry issue when a landlord discovered an apartment tenant’s eleven-year-old son was a registered juvenile sex offender. The landlord demanded the family move out within two days, putting the entire family out on the streets with nowhere to go while the probation office had the double obligation of dealing with managing a sex offender and effectively supervising a juvenile offender’s family stability lost by the sudden forced move. There is no end in sight for this disturbing trend. This “stress” pressure increases the probability that the juvenile and adult sex offenders will “do something dumb,” and reoffend.
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VI. CONCLUSION

"I think it makes us feel better. . . . It gives us the notion that we've done something to protect our children. In that sense, to some degree, it might be good. But for it to protect children, you have to have some assurance that the info on the registry is correct."452

There is a certain motivation to feel good and to in turn make others feel better about passing any laws that protect children like Megan's Laws. That activity is prevalent among politicians, activists, child advocates, victims rights groups, families and victims of sexual abuse, and was no less prevalent in the passage of the many Megan's Laws throughout the country. The central idea behind Megan's Laws was to protect children from "unknown" strangers next to them, who may be a violent sexual offender, who, as a group, only commit nine percent of all sex abuse of children.453 Yet, there was no mention of the most likely source of danger to a child: a friend or relative.454

Megan's Laws generally leave a lot to be desired especially when it comes to child sex offenders. Within Megan's Laws are marked departures from the ideology of our juvenile justice systems rehabilitation and a second chance at life for the juvenile offered by a protective state. Instead, the states' Megan's Laws community notification and registration requirements for juveniles add a painful, and ineffective means of preventing children from falling victim to child sex abuse at the hands of other children. For sex offenders and youthful offenders especially, Megan's Laws deliver a "scarlet letter"455 to child sex offenders, marking them for life with the indelible scar of registration and notification as a sex offender in their communities for what may be natural adolescent curiosity or sexual development.

These unusual laws, born out of political oratory and misinformation, are not thoroughly grounded in sound public policy and pose a troublesome burden on child sex offenders especially, at a time when the child offender is most vulnerable to outside influences and needs our understanding, attention, and help. It leaves child sex offenders shipwrecked within the adult legal system and without a viable way to rescue themselves from the doldrums. In this way, Megan's Law goes against the juvenile courts rehabilitative philosophy, which harms the child sex offender in the end.456 These laws subject child offenders to the same outcome as adult offenders would receive, without regard to the intent of the child offender, the understanding of their actions,
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or the need for intervention. Instead, they apply an all or nothing approach in most cases and leave little in the way of alternatives. Child sex offenders within Megan's Laws are exposed to the same dangers of vigilantism and ostracism that adults face, even though adults may be better equipped to respond to it, rather than react to it. Child sex offenders are especially vulnerable because they are sometimes helpless to escape the ridicule. In this way, there is new meaning given to the words of Justice Brennan from an early Supreme Court case relating to juvenile procedure where he stated, "[T]hat intervention cannot take the form of subjecting the child to the stigma of a finding that he violated a criminal law and to the possibility of institutional confinement on proof insufficient to convict him were he an adult."  

Megan's Laws serve a noble purpose and make good public policy sense with some simple refinements. First, Megan's Law should be applied to serious or violent juvenile sex offenders, not to those who have committed lesser offenses. Such a change would parallel the legislative intent of state and federal lawmakers, while allowing the lesser juvenile offenders to enjoy the rehabilitation benefits of the old juvenile justice system where there would be a potentially better outcome for the youthful offender.

Megan's Laws should eliminate the use of any age requirements to determine who should register, and apply, instead, a standard with exception for specific consideration of the age-appropriateness of the behavior and the lack of coercion. Megan's Laws must include and follow an enumerated rehabilitation plan with benchmarks for performance and warning flags for failure to meet any rehabilitative goals before any child sex offender should be written off and compelled to list himself or herself in a Megan's Law registry. This sentiment is mirrored by Martin and Pruett, who assert "A core principle of [their work] is that timely therapeutic intervention, either on its own or in concert with some form of restraint, is an absolute necessity if society is to adequately respond to the problems created by juvenile sex offenders." Rehabilitation is an important part of the juvenile justice system and a necessary aid for child offenders who have shown by their acts that they need the guidance. "It is not only in society's best interests to attempt to treat these offenders, it is society's obligation to make this investment in time, patience, and money."  

Megan's Laws' pose an onerous burden and a shameful effect on child sex offenders, which is worn for a lifetime like Hester
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Prynne’s Scarlet Letter. The burden imposed by the application of Megan’s Laws to children should, at the very least, include rehabilitation treatment and monitoring, allowing children to enjoy the benefits envisioned by the juvenile justice system, and permit some avenue for child sex offenders to eventually put the event behind them and live a better life. If not, then the weighted burden of Megan’s Laws should be lifted from the chests of the child sex offenders, removing from the bosom of children its—Scarlet Letter.

But the point which drew all eyes, and as it were, transfigured the wearer,—so that both men and women, who had been familiarly acquainted with Hester Prynne, were now impressed as if they beheld her for the first time,—was that Scarlet Letter, so fantastically embroidered and illuminated upon her bosom. It had the effect of a spell, taking her out of the ordinary relations with humanity, and inclosing her in a sphere by herself.